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--[1]-- DNS ID Hacking Presentation

w00w00!
Hi people you might be wondering what DNS ID Hacking (or Spoofing) is.
DNS ID Hacking isn't a usual way of hacking/spoofing such jizz
or any-erect. This method is based on a vulnerability on DNS Protocol.
More brutal, the DNS ID hack/spoof is very efficient is very strong
because there is no generation of DNS daemons that escapes from it (even
WinNT!).

--[1.1]-- DNS Protocol mechanism explanation

In the first step, you must know how the DNS works. I will only explain the
most important facts of this protocol. In order to do that, we will follow
the way of a DNS request packet from A to Z!

1: the client (bla.bibi.com) sends a request of resolution of the domain
"www.heike.com". To resolve the name, bla.bibi.com uses "dns.bibi.com" for
DNS. Let's take a look at the following picture..

/---------------------------------\
| 111.1.2.123  =  bla.bibi.com    |
| 111.1.2.222  =  dns.bibi.com    |
| format:                         |
| IP_ADDR:PORT->IP_ADDR:PORT      |
| ex:                             |
| 111.1.2.123:2999->111.1.2.222:53|
\---------------------------------/
...
  gethosbyname("www.heike.com");
...

[bla.bibi.com]                             [dns.bibi.com] 
111.1.2.123:1999 --->[?www.heike.com]------> 111.1.2.222:53

Here we see our resolution name request from source port 1999 which is
asking to dns on port 53.

[note: DNS is always on port 53]

Now that dns.bibi.com has received the resolution request from bla.bibi.com,
dns.bibi.com will have to resolve the name, let's look at it...

[dns.bibi.com]                         [ns.internic.net]
111.1.2.222:53 -------->[dns?www.heike.com]----> 198.41.0.4:53

dns.bibi.com asks ns.internic.net who the root name server for the address
of www.heike.com is, and if it doesn't have it and sends the request to a
name server which has authority on '.com' domains.

[note: we ask to internic because it could have this request in its cache]



[ns.internic.net]                                      [ns.bibi.com]
198.41.0.4:53 ------>[ns for.com is 144.44.44.4]------> 111.1.2.222:53

Here we can see that ns.internic.net answered to ns.bibi.com (which is the
DNS that has authority over the domain bibi.com), that the name server
of for.com has the IP 144.44.44.4 [let's call it ns.for.com]. Now our 
ns.bibi.com will ask to ns.for.com for the address of www.heike.com, 
but this one doesn't have it and will forward the request to the DNS of
heike.com which has authority for heike.com.

[ns.bibi.com]                              [ns.for.com]
111.1.2.222:53 ------>[?www.heike.com]-----> 144.44.44.4:53

answer from ns.for.com

[ns.for.com]                                              [ns.bibi.com]
144.44.44.4:53 ------>[ns for heike.com is 31.33.7.4]---> 144.44.44.4:53

Now that we know which IP address has authority on the domain "heike.com"
[we'll call it ns.heike.com], we ask it what's the IP of the machine www
[www.heike.com then :)].

[ns.bibi.com]                              [ns.heike.com]
111.1.2.222:53 ----->[?www.heike.com]----> 31.33.7.4:53

And now we at least have our answer!!

[ns.heike.com]                                           [ns.bibi.com]
31.33.7.4:53 ------->[www.heike.com == 31.33.7.44] ----> 111.1.2.222:53

Great we have the answer, we can forward it to our client bla.bibi.com.

[ns.bibi.com]                                             [bla.bibi.com]
111.1.2.222:53 ------->[www.heike.com == 31.33.7.44]----> 111.1.2.123:1999

Hehe now bla.bibi.com knows the IP of www.heike.com :)

So.. now let's imagine that we'd like to have the name of a machine from its
IP, in order to do that, the way to proceed will be a little different
because the IP will have to be transformed:

example: 
100.20.40.3 will become 3.40.20.100.in-addr.arpa

Attention!! This method is only for the IP resolution request (reverse DNS)

So let's look in practical when we take the IP of www.heike.com (31.33.7.44
or "44.7.33.31.in-addr.arpa" after the translation into a comprehensible
format by DNS).

...
   gethostbyaddr("31.33.7.44");
...

[bla.bibi.com]                                          [ns.bibi.com]
111.1.2.123:2600 ----->[?44.7.33.31.in-addr.arpa]-----> 111.1.2.222:53

We sent our request to ns.bibi.com

[ns.bibi.com]                                          [ns.internic.net]
111.1.2.222:53 ----->[?44.7.33.31.in-addr.arpa]------> 198.41.0.4:53 

ns.internic.net will send the IP of a name server which has authority on



'31.in-addr.arpa'.

[ns.internic.net]                                             [ns.bibi.com]
198.41.0.4:53 --> [DNS for 31.in-addr.arpa is 144.44.44.4] -> 111.1.2.222:53

Now ns.bibi.com will ask the same question to the DNS at 144.44.44.4.

[ns.bibi.com]                                          [ns.for.com]
111.1.2.222:53 ----->[?44.7.33.31.in-addr.arpa]------> 144.44.44.4:53

and so on...
In fact the mechanism is nearly the same that was used for name
resolution.

I hope you understood the dialog on how DNS works. Now let's study DNS
messages format.

--[1.2]-- DNS packet 

Here is the format of a DNS message :
    +---------------------------+---------------------------+
    |     ID (the famous :)     |  flags                    |
    +---------------------------+---------------------------+
    |   numbers of questions    | numbers of answer         |
    +---------------------------+---------------------------+
    | number of RR authority  |number of supplementary RR |
    +---------------------------+---------------------------+
    |                                                       |
    \                                                       \
    \                   QUESTION                            \
    |                                                       |
    +-------------------------------------------------------+
    |                                                       |
    \                                                       \
    \                    ANSWER                             \
    |                                                       |
    +-------------------------------------------------------+
    |                                                       |
    \                                                       \
    \                  Stuff  etc..    No matter            \
    |                                                       |
    +-------------------------------------------------------+

--[1.3]--  Structure of DNS packets.

__ID__

The ID permits to identify each DNS packet, since exchanges between name
servers are from port 53 to port 53, and more it might be more than one
request at a time, so the ID is the only way to recognize the different DNS
requests. Well talk about it later..

__flags__

The flags area is divided into several parts :

       4 bits                    3 bits (always 0)
       |                         |
       |                         |
[QR | opcode | AA| TC| RD| RA | zero | rcode ]
                                         |
 |           |__|__|__|                  |______ 4 bits
 |                    |_ 1 bit



 |
1 bit

QR     = If the QR bit = 0, it means that the packet is a question,
         otherwise it's an answer.

opcode = If the value is 0 for a normal request, 1 for a reserve request,
         and 2 for a status request (we don't need to know all these modes).

AA     = If it's equal to 1, it says that the name server has an
         authoritative answer.

TC     = No matter

RD     = If this flag is to 1, it means "Recursion Request", for example
         when bla.bibi.com asks ns.bibi.com to resolve the name, the flag
         tells the DNS to assume this request.

RA     = If it's set to 1, it means that recursion is available.
         This bit is set to 1 in the answer of the name server if it
         supports recursion.

Zero   = Here are three zeroes...

rcode  = It contains the return error messages for DNS requests
         if 0, it means "no error", 3 means "name error"

The 2 following flags don't have any importance for us.

DNS QUESTION:

Here is the format of a DNS question :

+-----------------------------------------------------------------------+
|                        name of the question                           |
+-----------------------------------------------------------------------+
|       type of question         |      type of query                   |
+--------------------------------+--------------------------------------+

The structure of the question is like this.

example:
www.heike.com  will be [3|w|w|w|5|h|e|i|k|e|3|c|o|m|0] 
for an IP address it's the same thing :)

44.33.88.123.in-addr.arpa would be:
[2|4|4|2|3|3|2|8|8|3|1|2|3|7|i|n|-|a|d|d|r|4|a|r|p|a|0]
[note]: a compression format exists, but we won't use it.

type of question:

 Here are the values that we will use most times:
 [note]: There are more than 20 types of different values(!) and I'm fed
         up with writing :))

  name    value
   A    |   1    | IP Address          ( resolving a name to an IP )
   PTR  |   12   | Pointer             ( resolving an IP to a name )

type of query:

 The values are the same than the type of question



 (i don't know if it's true, but the goal is not to learn you DNS protocol
 from A to Z, for it you should look at the RFC from 1033 to 1035 and 1037,
 here the goal is a global knowledge in order to put it in practice !!)

DNS ANSWER:

The answers have a format that we call RR.. but we don't mind :)

Here is the format of an answer (an RR)

+------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|      name of the domain                                                |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|   type                           |    class                            |
+----------------------------------+-------------------------------------+
|                           TTL (time to live)                           |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| resource data length       |                                           |
|----------------------------+                                           |
|                       resource data                                    |
+-------------------------------------------------------------------------

name of the domain:

The name of the domain in reports to the following resource:
The domain name is stored in the same way that the part question for the
resolution request of www.heike.com, the flag "name of the domain" will
contain [3|w|w|w|5|h|e|i|k|e|3|c|o|m|0]

type:

The type flag is the same than "type of query" in the question part of the
packet.

class:
The class flag is equal to 1 for Internet data.

time to live:
This flag explains in seconds the time-life of the informations into the
name server cache.

resource data length: 
The length of resource data, for example if resource data length is 4, it
means that the data in resources data are 4 bytes long.

resource data:  
here we put the IP for example (at least in our case)

I will offer you a little example that explains this better:

Here is what's happening when ns.bibi.com asks ns.heike.com for 
www.heike.com's address

ns.bibi.com:53 ---> [?www.heike.com] ----> ns.heike.com:53 (Phear Heike ;)

+---------------------------------+--------------------------------------+
|   ID = 1999                     | QR = 0 opcode = 0 RD = 1             |
+---------------------------------+--------------------------------------+
| numbers of questions = htons(1) | numbers of answers = 0               |
+---------------------------------+--------------------------------------+
| number of RR authoritative = 0  | number of supplementary RR = 0       |
+---------------------------------+--------------------------------------+



<the question part>
+------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|   name  of the question = [3|w|w|w|5|h|e|i|k|e|3|c|o|m|0]              |
+------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|  type of question = htons(1)    |      type of query=htons(1)          |
+---------------------------------+--------------------------------------+

here is for the question.

now let's stare the answer of ns.heike.com

ns.heike.com:53 -->[IP of www.heike.com is 31.33.7.44] --> ns.bibi.com:53

+---------------------------------+---------------------------------------+
|   ID = 1999                     | QR=1 opcode=0 RD=1  AA =1  RA=1       |
+---------------------------------+---------------------------------------+
| numbers of questions = htons(1) | numbers of answers = htons(1)         |
+---------------------------------+---------------------------------------+
| number of RR authoritative = 0  | number of supplementary RR = 0        |
+---------------------------------+---------------------------------------+
+-------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|   name  of the question = [3|w|w|w|5|h|e|i|k|e|3|c|o|m|0]               |
+-------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|   type of question = htons(1)   |      type of query = htons(1)         |
+-------------------------------------------------------------------------+
+-------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|   name of the domain = [3|w|w|w|5|h|e|i|k|e|3|c|o|m|0]                  |
+-------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|       type        = htons(1)    |      class    = htons(1)              |
+-------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|                       time to live = 999999                             |
+-------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| resource data length = htons(4) | resource data=inet_addr("31.33.7.44") |
+-------------------------------------------------------------------------+

Yah! That's all for now :))

Here is an analysis:
In the answer QR = 1 because it's an answer :)
AA = 1 because the name server has authority in its domain
RA = 1 because recursion is available

Good =) I hope you understood that cause you will need it for the following
events.

--[2.0]-- DNS ID hack/spoof

Now it's time to explain clearly what DNS ID hacking/spoofing is.
Like I explained before, the only way for the DNS daemon to recognize
the different questions/answers is the ID flag in the packet. Look at this
example:

ns.bibi.com;53 ----->[?www.heike.com] ------> ns.heike.com:53

So you only have to spoof the ip of ns.heike.com and answer your false
information before ns.heike.com to ns.bibi.com!

ns.bibi.com <------- . . . . . . . . . . .  ns.heike.com 
                   |
                   |<--[IP for www.heike.com is 1.2.3.4]<-- hum.roxor.com 

But in practice you have to guess the good ID :) If you are on a LAN, you
can sniff to get this ID and answer before the name server (it's easy on a
Local Network :)



If you want to do this remotely you don't have a lot a choices, you only
have 4 basics methods:

1.) Randomly test all the possible values of the ID flag. You must answer
    before the ns ! (ns.heike.com in this example). This method is obsolete
    unless you want to know the ID .. or any other favorable condition to
    its prediction.

2.) Send some DNS requests (200 or 300) in order to increase the chances
    of falling on the good ID.

3.) Flood the DNS in order to avoid its work. The name server will crash
    and show the following error!

    >> Oct 06 05:18:12 ADM named[1913]: db_free: DB_F_ACTIVE set - ABORT
       at this time named daemon is out of order :)

4.) Or you can use the vulnerability in BIND discovered by SNI (Secure
    Networks, Inc.) with ID prediction (we will discuss this in a bit).  

##################### Windows ID Vulnerability ###########################

I found a heavy vulnerability in Windows 95 (I haven't tested it on
WinNT), lets imagine my little friend that's on Windows 95.
Windows ID's are extremely easy to predict because it's "1" by default :))) 
and "2" for the second question (if they are 2 questions at the same time).

######################## BIND Vulnerability ##############################

There is a vulnerability in BIND (discovered by SNI as stated earlier).
In fact, DNS IS are easily predictable, you only have to sniff a DNS in
order to do what you want. Let me explain...

The DNS uses a random ID at the beginning but it only increase this ID for
next questions ... =)))

It's easy to exploit this vulnerability.
Here is the way:

1. Be able to sniff easily the messages that comes to a random DNS (ex.
   ns.dede.com for this sample).

2. You ask NS.victim.com to resolve (random).dede.com. NS.victim.com will
   ask to ns.dede.com to resolve (random).dede.com

   ns.victim.com ---> [?(rand).dede.com ID = 444] ---> ns.dede.com

3. Now you have the ID of the message from NS.victim.com, now you know what
   ID area you'll have to use. (ID = 444 in this sample).

4. You then make your resolution request. ex. www.microsoft.com to
   NS.victim.com
   
   (you) ---> [?www.microsoft.com] ---> ns.victim.com

   ns.victim.com --> [?www.microsoft.com ID = 446 ] --> ns.microsoft.com
     
5. Flood the name server ns.victim.com with the ID (444) you already have and
   then you increase this one.

 ns.microsoft.com --> [www.microsoft.com = 1.1.1.1 ID = 444] --> ns.victim.com



 ns.microsoft.com --> [www.microsoft.com = 1.1.1.1 ID = 445] --> ns.victim.com
 ns.microsoft.com --> [www.microsoft.com = 1.1.1.1 ID = 446] --> ns.victim.com
 ns.microsoft.com --> [www.microsoft.com = 1.1.1.1 ID = 447] --> ns.victim.com
 ns.microsoft.com --> [www.microsoft.com = 1.1.1.1 ID = 448] --> ns.victim.com
 ns.microsoft.com --> [www.microsoft.com = 1.1.1.1 ID = 449] --> ns.victim.com

(now you know that DNS IDs are predictable, and they only increase. You
flood ns.victim.com with spoofed answers with the ID 444+ ;)

*** ADMsnOOfID does this.

There is another way to exploit this vulnerability without a root on
any DNS

The mechanism is very simple. Here is the explaination

We send to ns.victim.com a resolution request for *.provnet.fr

(you) ----------[?(random).provnet.fr] -------> ns.victim.com

Then, ns.victim.com asks ns1.provnet.fr to resolve (random).provnet.fr.
There is nothing new here, but the interesting part begins here.

From this point you begin to flood ns.victim.com with spoofed answers
(with ns1.provnet.fr IP) with ids from 100 to 110...

(spoof) ----[(random).provnet.fr is 1.2.3.4 ID=100] --> ns.victim.com 
(spoof) ----[(random).provnet.fr is 1.2.3.4 ID=101] --> ns.victim.com 
(spoof) ----[(random).provnet.fr is 1.2.3.4 ID=102] --> ns.victim.com 
(spoof) ----[(random).provnet.fr is 1.2.3.4 ID=103] --> ns.victim.com 
.....

After that, we ask ns.victim.com if (random).provnet.fr has an IP.

If ns.victim.com give us an IP for (random).provnet.fr then we have
found the correct ID :) Otherwise we have to repeat this attack until we
find the ID. It's a bit long but it's effective. And nothing forbides you 
to do this with friends ;)

This is how ADMnOg00d works ;)

-------------------------------

########################################################################## 

Here you will find 5 programs
ADMkillDNS  - very simple DNS spoofer
ADMsniffID  - sniff a LAN and reply false DNS answers before the NS
ADMsnOOfID  - a DNS ID spoofer (you'll need to be root on a NS)
ADMnOg00d   - a DNS ID predictor (no need to be root on a NS)
ADNdnsfuckr - a very simple denial of service attack to disable DNS

Have fun!! :)
Note: You can find source and binaries of this progs at 
ftp.janova.org/pub/ADM. I'm going to make a little HOWTO soon, which would
be on janova. You need to install libpcap on your machine before any
compilation of the ADMID proggies :)

ADM Crew.



Thanks to: all ADM crew, Shok, pirus, fyber, Heike, and w00w00 (gotta love
these guys)
Special Thanks: ackboo, and of course Secure Networks, Inc. (SNI) at
www.secnet.com for finding the vulnerability =)   

/* I'm a w00w00ify'd w00c0w */
/* I'm a w00w00ify'd w00c0w */
/* I'm a w00w00ify'd w00c0w */
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